
                                                                               

 

Science Start: Build it Big 

Build it Big 

 

TEKS for Activities and Presentation 

Kindergarten: K.2 (B), K.5 (A) 

First Grade: 1.2 (A), 1.2 (B), 1.2 (E), 1.3 (B), 1.5 (A)  

Second Grade: 2.2 (A), 2.2 (E), 2.2 (F), 2.3 (B), 2.5 (C), 2.5 (D) 

Third Grade: 3.2 (D), 3.6 (C) 

Fourth Grade: 4.2 (D), 4.6 (D) 

Fifth Grade: 5.2 (A), 5.2 (D), 5.3 (C), 5.6 (D) 

 

Program Vocabulary  

Beam, Bend, Column, Compression, Force, Load, Model, Pressure, Structure 

 

Pre-visit Activity: Strong Shapes 

 

Students Will: 

• Explain that various shapes have different strengths 

• Discover triangles are stronger than squares and realize that they can be found in most 

structures 

 

Materials: 

Pipe cleaners, straws, scissors 

 

Prep-work: 

• Gather supplies 

• Cut straws into one inch segments 

• Build a triangle and square shape to use as examples 

 

Procedure: 

1. Show students how to string the straw onto the pipe cleaners.  Start off with three on 

one pipe cleaner, then bend to make a triangle (twist the end to secure it and leave the 

rest of the pipe cleaner sticking out). 

2. Repeat using a second pipe cleaner and four straw pieces to make a square. 

3. Ask students to compare these shapes – which is sturdier? Is one of the shapes easier to 

wobble? They will probably notice that the triangle holds its shape, but the square can 

easily be compressed to make a diamond or rhombus, or even bent with two points 
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sticking up.  The triangle is a very strong shape – once you have the three sides, there’s 

only one way they can go together, with one set of angles (so they can’t squish).   

 

 
 

Post Visit Activity: Shapes, Going Further 

 

Materials: 

Triangle and square from Pre-visit activity, pipe cleaners, straws, scissors 

 

Prep-work 

• Gather Supplies 

• Cut straws into segments 

• Make a tetrahedron and a cube to use as examples 

Procedure: 

1. Have students return to their triangle, which should have a length of pipe cleaner 

sticking out of one of the corners.  Put two more straw pieces on this. Whenever you 

run out of pipe cleaner, just stick a new one into the straw piece with the end of the old 

piper cleaner – it will stay okay, especially once you bend the next corner.  

2. Pull the straw pieces in tightly, then bend to make another triangle. Thread this end 

through one of the straw pieces or just wrap it once around the corner to secure it. 

3. Identify the place where your final straw segment should go to complete the 

tetrahedron.  If your pipe cleaner is not sticking out of the right place to make that work, 

either thread it through a straw segment to get there or just have it run along the 

outside of a straw segment, then wrap it around the vertex (corner) to secure it before 

adding the last straw segment. 

4. Add the last straw segment and secure the end of the pipe cleaner by wrapping it 

around the vertex. 
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5. Tetra means four; what does the tetrahedron have four of? (faces, also known as sides, 

and vertices, also known as corners or points) – The “-hedron” part only refers to the 

faces/sides, though. 

6. If students are successful creating the tetrahedron, go on to the next steps to create a 

cube. 

7. Begin with the square and start adding straw beads (add three to begin with) to make 

the cube.  Additional pipe cleaners can be added on by threading it through an already 

attached bead. 

 
8. Notice the differences between the cube and the tetrahedron (the tetrahedron should 

feel sturdier, the cube can be bent into many other shapes and even flattened.  How 

could you reinforce it? (Diagonal braces). 

 

 


